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Greetings everyone,
I hope everyone is having a safe and prosperous year so far.
Well, we are half way through the year and as an association we have been very active so far.
As many of you know, Connie Arnold, our Administrative Secretary, is retiring this year and tendered her resignation at the Winter Seminar. Our first order of business at the April board meeting was
to establish a committee to create a job description and duties for Connie’s replacement. As a result of
the committee’s hard work, an ad was placed and six candidates were chosen for interviews. The committee interviewed those candidates and came to the board with a recommendation.
I am happy to announce that we have offered Gwen Bowers of Lincoln the position of Administrative
Secretary and she has accepted. She will be meeting with Connie and some of the other board members
over the next few months to help make the transition as smooth as possible. She will be present at the
Winter seminar so you can meet her there; please help me welcome her to PSAN. Thank you to all of
the committee members for your work on this task.
One of Gwen’s duties will be to take over the Nebraska Surveyor magazine that Sandy Maillie has
been handling for the last few years, I would like to thank Sandy for her diligent work on the magazine
and keeping me on task with this President’s letter…
I would also like to personally thank Connie for her years of service to the association and her help
through this process and to wish her well in her retirement.
Our next board meeting is scheduled for September 14th at a location to be determined. As always
feel free to reach out to myself or any other board member if you have something that you would like
to have discussed or feel free to attend the meeting. Our contact information can be found on the website.
That’s all for now. As always, please remember to be safe!
Sincerely,
Todd Whitfield
PSAN President
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The Land Surveyor’s Guide to the Supreme Court of Nebraska
Chapter 39 – Hart v Harding (1921)
Our next featured case, much like the 1892 Bowman case, featured previously herein, shows how easily serious
problems can arise when false assumptions are made concerning the contents of a GLO plat or the true meaning
of a PLSS legal description, by parties who have no expertise in such matters, in the absence of any recent survey, or even any advice from a professional land surveyor. Ironically, at the same time however, it also illustrates how readily a resurvey subdividing a long settled section, without any regard for clear physical evidence
of well established boundaries, can lead to bitter contention and litigation, resulting in great and completely unnecessary expense for all those involved. All experienced land surveyors understand that survey evidence generally controls over acreage, in the determination of boundary locations, and this is particularly true in the PLSS
context, because the acreage stated on GLO and BLM plats is purely a byproduct of survey data, which was
never intended to control over evidence of the original survey that was done on the ground, in whatever form
such evidence may appear. Acreage figures on plats and surveys, as well as acreage statements in deeds, can
control boundary locations in some instances however, and even when the acreage that is stated or otherwise
indicated does not control boundaries, it can still cause serious conflicts of other kinds, which can generate liability litigation that often proves to be quite costly to many parties. Most people have no way of discerning subtle distinctions in legal documents however, not having the benefit of the land surveyor's professional expertise,
so they often simply assume that every numerical value or comparable piece of information that they see in or
upon a given document carries the same controlling weight, and that all such information is fully and equally
reliable. In the case we are about to review, one unfortunate party learns the fallacy of such assumptions the hard
way, discovering that negligence when acting as a grantee can subsequently cause major problems, since at some
future time that grantee will become the next grantor of the same land, and he will then have to face and deal
with the land rights issues which he ignored as a grantee. The degree of control to be given to acreage, as an element in a legal description used in a deed or a conveyance agreement, or when it appears upon any other document associated with a land transaction, is the focal point of the controversy that plays out here, but in fact this
saga is primarily about grantor and grantee relations, highlighting the importance of their roles, and their duties
to each other, which ultimately control the outcome.
1916 – The NE1/4, and the east half of the NW1/4, and the NE1/4 of the SW1/4, of a certain Section 6 were all
owned by Davis, and at this time he conveyed all of his land to O'Grady by warranty deed. How or when Davis
acquired these lands, and how he used the subject property, are both unknown, and there is no indication of
whether or not he or anyone else ever resided on this land. The west and south sides of the Davis tract were fenced,
although nothing is known regarding the origin of those fences, and whether or not the Davis property contained
any buildings or other improvements is unknown as well. A railroad right-of-way apparently passed through an
unspecified portion of the Davis tract, presumably running along either the north or the east side thereof, and that
right-of-way was cited as an exception in O'Grady's deed. The GLO plat of this section indicated that the Davis
tract contained a total of 287 acres, and O'Grady evidently saw the plat, so he believed that he had acquired approximately 280 acres, after allowing for some reduction in the acreage stated on the GLO plat, due to the presence
of the railroad right-of-way. Whether or not O'Grady ever made any actual use of the land that he acquired at this
time, where he lived, and how familiar he was with the subject area, are all unknown.
1917 – O'Grady decided to sell his tract, and Bahr agreed in writing to buy it, but for unknown reasons Bahr suspected that this tract might not contain 280 acres. Bahr then contacted Fenton, who was a business partner of
O'Grady, and Fenton revised the conveyance agreement held by Bahr, to reflect that the subject property did in fact
contain 280 acres. Whether or not O'Grady was aware that Fenton had thereby assured Bahr in writing that he was
getting a full 280 acres is unknown. Shortly thereafter, O'Grady conveyed his tract to Bahr by warranty deed, using
the same description that appeared in his deed, with no reference to any specific acreage. Bahr paid a set price per
acre for the subject property however, which was calculated on the basis that the tract being conveyed contained
(Continued on page 6)
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280 acres. There is no indication that Bahr ever made any actual use of the subject property either, he presumably
acquired this land solely for investment purposes, expecting to sell it again soon.
1918 – Bahr entered a contract for deed with Harding, in which he agreed to deed his tract to Harding in 1919, then
just a month later Harding entered a contract for deed with Hart, agreeing to deed the same tract to Hart in 1919,
once Harding obtained legal title to it from Bahr. The same legal description was used in all of these conveyance
documents, and none of them made any specific reference to the acreage of the subject property. A few months
later however, an attorney examining the conveyance documents arrived at the conclusion, through some unknown
form of computation, that the railroad right-of way actually consumed about 11 acres of the subject property, so the
true acreage, based on the GLO plat, after subtracting 11 acres, was only about 276 acres, rather than 280 acres.
O'Grady refunded a portion of the purchase price to Bahr, based upon the discovery of this 4 acre shortfall, and
once that matter had been settled, all of the interested parties felt satisfied that the subject property actually contained 276 acres.
1919 – Prior to the execution of the deed by which Bahr was to convey the subject property to Harding, the county
surveyor was summoned to survey the area being conveyed, and this survey indicated that the relevant quarter section lines and sixteenth lines all fell an unspecified distance to the west and to the south of the existing fences running along those lines. Which of the parties ordered this survey is unknown, and how these lines subdividing the
section were located during this survey is unknown as well, since there is no indication that any survey monuments
of any kind were ever found. Nonetheless, the survey indicated that the subject property would be about 12 acres
smaller in size than the parties had thought it to be, if in fact the fences represented the actual west and south
boundaries of the subject property. The owners of the land lying to the west and to the south both maintained that
the fences had been built on the original quarter and sixteenth lines, so they were unwilling to relinquish any of the
fenced land, thus it became clear that litigation would be required, in order for Hart to have any chance of obtaining the full 276 acres that had been promised to him. When Hart learned about this situation he was apparently
disgusted about the possibility of losing 12 acres, so he filed an action against Harding and all of the other parties
named above, seeking adjudication of the disputed west and south boundaries, and the adjoining land owners later
became embroiled in the matter as defendants as well, so at least 8 litigants were involved in this battle.

Hart argued only that Harding was legally obligated to convey a full 276 acres to him, as had been agreed
between them, since that acreage figure had been expressly confirmed by all of the other parties who had any
prior involvement with the land at issue. Harding did not deny his liability to Hart, he maintained instead that
Bahr was equally liable to him, Bahr maintained that O'Grady & Fenton were liable to him, O'Grady & Fenton
maintained that Davis was liable to them, and the adjoining land owners argued that the 12 acre area in dispute
belonged to them by virtue of adverse possession, regardless of where the aliquot lines in question were actually
located. The trial court agreed with Hart that he was entitled to a full 276 acres, and also confirmed that the 12
acres in controversy had indeed been lost to adverse possession by the adjoining land owners, making the actual
location of the original lines of subdivision within the section entirely irrelevant, so the only remaining question
was which one of the defendants would have to bear the liability for the acreage shortage. The trial court decided
that Davis was the responsible party, and that he must therefore bear the financial burden for the lost acreage,
due to his failure to convey the full intended acreage to O'Grady, which the trial court deemed to represent a
breach of his 1916 warranty deed to O'Grady, even though that deed contained no specific statement concerning
acreage.
The only matter in dispute on appeal, the Court noted, was who had been guilty of a breach of warranty,
the boundary issues were no longer in play, because no one challenged the lower court decision in favor of the
adjoining land owners on adverse possession, and indeed no such challenge would have been likely to succeed,
since the fences in question had evidently been acknowledged as legitimate boundary fences for decades. Even
though the fenced boundaries had become legally binding on the basis of adverse possession, making any inquiry into their origin unnecessary, the Court clearly saw the fences as legitimate boundary evidence, in preference to the 1919 resurvey, realizing that the acreage shortage in this particular section may very well have been
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manifested in the original survey, and may have been completely unrelated to the fences. Emphasizing therefore,
that the physically established boundaries controlled, and that they formed a proper source for reliance by all of
the parties, the Court effectively prevented the resurvey from having any control over either the boundaries of
the subject property or the resolution of the acreage discrepancy. No one protested the lower court ruling in favor
of Hart either, so the contention was narrowed down to a struggle between Davis, O'Grady and Bahr, one of
them was going be saddled with a significant financial loss, even though most if not all of the allegedly missing
acreage was probably never there to begin with, so in that respect each one of them had been shortchanged. The
controversy to be addressed by the Court therefore centered upon the contents of the legal descriptions that had
been used in the two warranty deeds which had been executed, and the interpretation of the legal impact of those
descriptions, when viewed in the context of the knowledge and the intent of the relevant parties. Neither deed
specified any acreage, but both of them made implicit reference to the GLO plat, so no means of distinguishing
between them appeared at first glance, but the Court was prepared to probe more deeply to resolve this conflict
in an equitable manner. Davis had wisely never made any commitment as to the acreage within his tract, he may
or may not have realized that the acreage shown on the GLO plat was potentially unreliable, but he never promised O'Grady any certain acreage, leaving O'Grady to draw his own conclusions in that regard. Bahr and
O'Grady had one thing in common, they were both grantees, and in the eyes of the Court, justice commanded
that whichever one of them had been the more diligent grantee must be deemed innocent, while the other must
take the fall. As we have already observed during our review of prior cases involving conveyances, intent, as
ascertained from all of the evidence, controls, and deed language is subordinate to genuine evidence of intent
which was not captured in any deed, in accord with the well established inclination of the Court to accept extrinsic evidence for purposes of description clarification. Examining first the transaction between Davis and
O'Grady, then the transaction between O'Grady and Bahr, mindful of the powerful impact of the principle of
physical notice, the Court determined that O'Grady was the truly culpable party, who must bear the loss:
“... in the deed from Davis to O'Grady ... there was no representation whatever as to the quantity of the
land ... the lines of the conveyed tract were marked by fences and trees, and had been recognized by adjoining proprietors for the period of limitation as being on the true line. Before the purchase, O'Grady
examined and inspected the land, saw the fences ... and purchased the lands within the existing and established lines, relying upon the west boundary as established by said division fences ... in such case he is not
entitled to an abatement of the purchase price ... Bahr contends ... the sale by O'Grady to him was intended to be by the acre ... doubt arose in the mind of Bahr as to the number of acres ... Fenton assured
him that, with the right-of-way out, it would still leave 280 acres ... O'Grady contends that the settlement ... was a full settlement and accord ... and that the deed (to Bahr) having been given without reference to the acreage, the sale (to Bahr) should be considered as a sale in gross ... the location of the boundary fences ... cannot be held to have been included in the settlement. The only matter adjudicated was the
acreage in the right-of-way ... both parties accepted the government survey line as correct and relied upon
the number of acres shown (on the GLO plat) ... under the contract of sale (to Bahr) the land was represented as 280 acres and sold as 280 acres ,,, while the deed (to Bahr) does not refer to the acreage, yet it
incorporates the government survey, which furnishes a true description of the property to be conveyed,
and the contract can be resorted to for the purpose of finding the real intent and understanding of the parties ... the acreage should be stated in the deed, but this may be shown by extrinsic evidence ... the deed is
only the execution of the contract, and the real contract and understanding between the parties ... will govern ... the number of acres, was in fact controlling ... against O'Grady.”

As can readily be seen, great emphasis was placed by the Court on the right of reliance, held by all grantees, upon physically established boundaries, which in the view of the Court provided a far stronger and more
legitimate source of reliance on the part of each grantee than the platted acreage figures. Both Bahr and O'Grady
saw the same fences, recognizing them as physically established controlling boundaries, and both of them ac(Continued on page 8)
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cepted deeds containing no guarantee as to acreage, but only Bahr went beyond that, and demanded an explicit
assurance of the acreage that he was getting, which overcame the element of physical notice in his case, making
that powerful principle inapplicable to him. Thus Bahr had distinguished himself as the more diligent grantee, by
expressly placing the burden to deliver the full intended acreage upon his grantor, which O'Grady had failed to
do when he acquired the land from Davis. So Davis was off the hook as a grantor, because he had never promised O'Grady any certain acreage, O'Grady had foolishly assumed that the fenced area contained the originally
platted acreage, and he had failed to order a survey to confirm the acreage that he was actually getting. O'Grady,
the Court concluded, was bound to honor the established physical boundaries that were openly visible to him,
and he was entirely unjustified in valuing the platted acreage above such clearly apparent physical boundary evidence. Bahr, on the contrary, had wisely insisted upon definite confirmation regarding the questionable acreage,
and he had gotten it, so he was effectively shielded from the legal impact of any acreage shortage, by his right to
rely upon the specific acreage guarantee that he had obtained. Thus the Court reversed the lower court ruling
against Davis, and instead placed the entire financial burden resulting from the acreage shortage squarely upon
O'Grady. Several highly important principles were on display in this case, among the most notable being the fact
that acreage does not control boundaries unless acreage is the essence of the conveyance, and his failure to comprehend this distinction, between a conveyance in gross and a conveyance by the acre, was the reason why
O'Grady wound up stuck with the loss. Another particularly important point for surveyors to recognize is the fact
that acreage, once it becomes controlling by virtue of agreement, remains controlling, even if the agreed acreage
is never recited in any deed. This is true, quite logically, because contractual language can determine the intent
of a deed, since no deed can either ignore or contradict the language of the contractual agreement which the deed
was created expressly to fulfill. In addition, the result here makes it clear that failure to deliver on a promise of
exact acreage can represent a breach of warranty, and a legal description can create liability, either by virtue of
the inclusion of a mistaken value, or by virtue of the omission of a relevant value, such as an acreage stipulation
which was the subject of a prior agreement. Lastly, but perhaps most importantly, every grantee is charged with
physical notice of all established boundaries, making it inequitable for a grantee to raise any boundary issues
after acquiring land without having verified, typically by means of a survey, that no adverse claims cloud the
subject property, poignantly emphasizing the great relevance of timeliness to the potential controlling value of
resurveys.

This article represents a portion of a book written in 2013 for professional land surveyors. The complete book is available from the Nebraska State Historical Society Library or free of charge upon request directly from the author (bportwood@mindspring.com).
Nebraska licensee honored in Oregon

Federal land rights expert and nationally renowned author of educational materials for land
surveyors Brian Portwood (NE LS 698) has once again been recognized for his ongoing contribution to professional education. You can enjoy his articles written expressly for Nebraska
surveyors right here in this issue and every issue of The Nebraska Surveyor.
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Reminisce Of An Old Surveyor, Part II
Measuring Angles & Directions
by
Knud E. Hermansen
P.L.S., P.E., Ph.D., Esq.
I have been surveying for around half a century. When I
started surveying the equipment used was little different from the equipment used by surveyors for over 200
years. In fact, many surveyors used the equipment left
to them by their grandfathers and fathers. In these present times, I believe most surveyors replace their equipment every ten years or less.

tions at the time I began surveying in private practice
was the transit. All surveyors, even the modern surveyor, has probably seen a transit - usually on the table
at the historical equipment booth found at the annual
professional meeting. Transits can be very handsome
with their shined brass or the black and brass contrast.

I did use the compass often, though not the large compass employed by Washington, Lincoln, Jefferson and
This is the second article on surveying equipment and
the other surveyors in the 1700 and 1800s. The comprocedures that are now relegated to history. I believe I
pass I employed in years past was a smaller version
am the last generation of surveyors to have practiced
compass. They were known as the Sipe’s compass
the profession using what is now historical equipment
named after F. Henry Sipe. Henry was licensed surand procedures. I believe it helpful for the modern surveyor #1 in West Virginia. He was a fine gentlemen that
veyor, when retracing boundaries, to know what the
I had the pleasure to know and had many conversations
previous surveyor used. Perhaps it will provide a better
with before his departure from the living.
explanation for the precision of the record measurements and how far to look ‘afield’ for the monuments
The compass was used during my early years to perafter applying the record measurements to the site.
form a reconnaissance to set up the boundary survey
and look for evidence in the field. At the time it was
I will say that my first experience measuring directions
thought the best way to follow in the footsteps of the
and angles was as a Marine with the 2nd Topographic
original surveyor is to use the equipment employed by
Platoon. We used Wild T-2s and even T-3s most of the
the original surveyor. I still think this to be true but time
time. Occasionally, we had to use Wild T16s or transits
constraints of the modern survey practice have curwhen doing some construction layout. Once I departed
tailed or eliminated much of the reconnaissance pracfrom the Marines and went into private practice, my
ticed in the past using the compass. Of course, using a
employers mostly used compasses and transits. One
compass for reconnaissance work was often coupled
employer did have a theodolite.
with a tape that was dragged along making no effort to
correct for slope and such. I suppose many of the origiWild T-2s and T-3s were very rare among private surnal surveyors did not concern themselves with slope
veyors so I will not take up much space on paper discussing these remarkable instruments. The T-2s could corrections either. It is through this effort that original
corner monuments were found along with old blazes
measure an angle to the nearest second of arc using a
micrometer. The T-3 could measure to the nearest tenth and wire remnants on the ground and in trees. Resting
stones for split rail fences could often be found by the
of a second of arc. With the T-3s I have sighted targets
diligent surveyor. These objects and discoveries were
almost 30 miles distant. While the T-2s had optical
all marked for inclusion in the traverse that followed
plummets, the T-3s that we used did not. The T-3s required a plumb bob suspended under the instrument in the reconnaissance.
order to put the instrument over the control station.
Many of these instruments had an inverted image. What
I mean is that the object viewed was upside down when
looking through the scope optics. Setting the zero on the
instrument required some finesse that I will not describe for the reason I have previously stated.
The common instrument to measure angles and direcTHE NEBRASKA SURVEYOR / Summer 2018

The compass I used was mounted on a wooden pole
known as a Jacob’s staff. The end of the pole was metal.
This end was pushed into the ground. The vanes or
pointing columns of the compass were raised to reveal
the face of the compass. The top of the Jacob’s staff was
swayed until the bubbles on the compass indicated the
(Continued on page 10)
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spindle to be bent and the compass to err in its next
pointing or perhaps not to point at all.

compass was level. At this point the needle was released
to float and point toward the magnetic north or the ma- It is my experience and observation to state that the
chete, tape, pocket pen, or other metal held too close to very best compass could measure the arc to the nearest
quarter of a degree. The compass I used for reconnaisthe compass needle as so often occurred.
sance would measure to the nearest degree. I will speak
no more on the vagrancies of the compass and the magSpeaking of local attractions to the compass needle, I
netic needle since those probably deserve their own
will state that more than a few times, I used the compass to locate a buried pin under the ground by slowly article. It is worth mentioning that many compasses had
a personality of their own such that two compasses
moving the compass across the ground surface and
looking for a twitch in the compass needle. I will remind placed over the same point and pointed toward the
same object could vary in their direction by as much as
my younger colleagues that metal detectors were not
available when I first began practicing surveying. I will a degree or so. In early texts explaining the subject of
surveying with the compass, the surveyor was cauelucidate in some later article on the dip needle that
tioned to know the temperament of their compass.
preceded the metal detector.
Many states had laws requiring the surveyor to set their
Having released the compass needle from its mechani- compass over a designated stone and point to another
cal constraints, the surveyor would wait for the needle stone in order to check the peculiarity of their compass.
to settle down. The compass needle was a contrary
pointer much like a five year old with too much energy. Switching to the transit, I must first introduce the tripod
the transit set upon. It was wooden, made from heavy
I often voiced my thoughts to the needle in order to
hurry the needle toward a decision. The needle always wood such as oak. The legs of the transit tripod could
not be adjusted in length. It was using great skill that a
ignored my advice.
transit was placed over a point upon a hillside and still
Once the needle decided to rest without skittering, the be leveled. The fastening ring for the transit upon the
compass could then be rotated to read the bearing that tripod was large and often as not gave me some diffiwas desired. At some point during a survey-apprentice’s culty in getting the threads to start. My difficulty oftenfirst acquaintance with a surveyor’s compass the user
times being caused by the small chain and hook that
realizes that east and west are reversed on the face of
hung from the bottom of the transit upon which the
the compass - the east mark being to the left of north
plumb bob was hung. It seems this chain was always in
and west being to the right of north. This is not a design the way of the thread when first placing the transit
flaw. This allows the compass reading to be made diupon the tripod.
rectly off the pointing of the compass. I suppose I can
try to explain how this works but I believe an explana- Without adjustable legs, a good deal of pushing and
prodding of the legs into the ground took place in order
tion would be better understood if left to the person
that is at the historical survey equipment display to ex- to position the suspended plumb bob over the point.
Having been a Marine, a few cuss words were used as
plain this layout by actually showing the results using
well to gain some cooperation from the tripod legs. Nuan actual compass.
merous minutes of time were lost during the work day
The direction was then set on the compass. The vanes of on this endeavor. A little grace was provided in this prothe compass were sighted through in order to spy some cedure by loosening one leveling screw in each of the
object to align with and the measurements made with
two directions thereby allowing the transit to be shifted
the tape to reach the object selected. Once the far object around an inch or so without wrestling with the tripod.
was reached, the compass was uprooted from the
ground and the surveyor headed for the object to repeat Having positioned the transit over the point, the next
task was to level the transit. Some of the last transits
the process. Woe be to the compass operator who did
not collapse the vanes and did not fasten down the nee- commercially produced had three leveling screws but
the ones I used had four leveling screws. Great care had
dle or brake the needle before uprooting the compass.
to be exerted to balance opposing screws during the
Failure to fasten the needle would cause the pivot or
THE NEBRASKA SURVEYOR / Summer 2018
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from the modern instrument that I do not wish to explore to a great extent. Both the upper motion and
lower motion had a release knob and a slow motion
knob. Both knobs control the horizontal rotation of the
transit. The lower knobs would do so without changing
the reading on the plates. The upper knobs would
change the reading of the plates. The lower knobs were
used to point to a target without changing the angle
reading. No one who used the transit can say they did
not use the wrong knob from time to time. The problem
Once the transit was leveled, the instrument plates had arises because the person is looking through the optics
to be set to zero. This involved releasing the upper and while wishing to move the cross-hairs on to the target.
lower motions of the transit and spinning the plate
Their hands grasp for a knob while they look through
around using the fingers until a zero was approximately the scope. Of course either slow-motion knob will move
reached on the plates. The upper motion was then
the scope. The mistake is realized when they have
locked and the upper slow motion used to set the zero aligned the cross-hairs on the target and look at the
to a tolerance possible with the instrument. The lower plates. The mistake is usually discovered at this time
motion remained loose until the instrument was sighted and some cuss words often escaped from the lips. This
on the backsight target. The lower motion was used to mistake always seemed to occur when attempting to
put the cross-hairs on the target since the lower motion double the angle, requiring the instrument operator to
did not affect the reading on the plates.
begin the tedious process of measuring the angle all
over again.
In mentioning the upper and lower motions, I have in(Continued on page 12)
troduced a common mechanism that has disappeared
process of leveling the transit. Failure to exert the care
required would leave one screw too loose resulting in
the instrument wobbling along the axis. Too tight and
there was a torque introduced or the brass threads
were stripped. As I was often told, the screws had to be
snug when the leveling process was complete. The transits I used had two plate bubbles, their axis perpendicular to the other, revealing the level of the transit in perpendicular directions.
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(Continued from page 11)

The angle on the transit was read using one of two windows found around the ring of the transit. One was
known as the A Vernier and the second known as the B
Vernier. The windows were 180 degrees opposite or
should be if the instrument was in good temper - the
letters A or B being found in the window at the Vernier
scale. Looking into the window, two rings of etched
lines and numbers could be viewed. There was an inner
ring and outer ring. The outer ring was the Vernier.
I will avoid attempting to describe the process of reading the transit plates and Vernier. I do not believe I
could do the process any justice unless the reader was
looking in the window of the transit while an explanation is made. The process involved remembering in
which direction the instrument is rotated and finding
where a line on the inner plate coincides with a line on
the outer plate. Lines and spaces are counted. The reading from the inner plate is added to the outer plate to
arrive at an angle. The lines and spaces had different
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values depending on the ‘least count’ of the instrument.
If a surveyor spent their entire career reading the transit, I expect one eye would be bigger than the other eye
given the strain on the eye spent finding a coincident
line between the primary and Vernier plates. Even in
my younger days when my eyes were in the peak of fitness, I often employed the magnifying glass that was
tied by a string to the transit standard.
One employer was very proud of the fact his transit
could read to the nearest 15 seconds. I think it is easier
to follow a spider’s tracks than determine which of the
numerous lines on a 15 second transit coincides. Needless to say the effort spent obtaining an angle took considerably more time than current practice with modern
instruments.
Many modern instruments will not give a reading if the
instrument is not leveled. I can say without hesitation,
from numerous testings that I have partaken, that there
was no impediment in reading a transit that was not
level. I will not admit to making that mistake but I have
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observed numerous instrument persons do so.

tal when the vertical angle was read.

I should also mention that the transits I used had a compass within the center of the transit that could be very
helpful when retracing old boundaries or giving a magnetic direction to start a traverse.

I remember expressing my surprise to a survey crew
chief after he returned from a topographic survey. My
surprise came about when I presumed that he had managed to find the lowest spot to set up the instrument on
that particular day since every vertical angle that was
recorded in the field book was positive. Unfortunately,
the instrument was not at the lowest spot. It was a day
wasted since his memory was not sufficient to differentiate the negative angles from the entire list of positive
angles that were recorded in the field book.

I will close my reminisce about the transit by saying it
also had a direct and Vernier plate allowing the instrument to read a vertical angle. For the surveyor that
wished to use their transit as a level, there was a large
plate level parallel with the scope. Once this was leveled, the scope was level, assuming there was no instruI will close this reminisce without delving into procement deficiency.
dures that were employed to double the angle that
I wish to point out that contrary to measuring a zenith should have been done but was often omitted in an efangle, the vertical angle required the instrument opera- fort to hurry the completion of the survey.
tor to include a plus or minus sign to be associated with
the angle. The plus or minus sign would indicate if the
scope was pointing up (+) or down (-) from the horizon-
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Summary of June 22, 2018 Board Meeting
Subject to approval by the Board of Directors
The PSAN Board of Directors Meeting on June 22, 2018, was held at 10:00 at the Country Inn &
Suites in Lincoln. The roll call was as follows: President Todd Whitfield (present), Vice President
LaVern Schroeder (present), Treasurer John Berry (present), Secretary Warren Headlee (present), Administrative Secretary Connie Arnold (absent), Director Matt Tinkham (present), Director Jeremy
Feusner (present), Director Duane Katt (present), Director Jerry Penry (present), Director Brian Foral
(present), Director Eric Schaben (present), State Surveyor Casey Sherlock (present), SENLSA Affiliate
Steve Cobb (present), guest Dan Martinez (present), and guest Rex Heiden (present). The Board approved the March 9, 2018 Board of Directors meeting minutes and the Treasurer’s report dated June
15, 2018. The Conference Committee reported on the 2018 Summer Conference (handed out brochure), 2019 Winter Conference (have a preliminary draft of agenda), 2019 Summer Conference (will
be held at Divots in Norfolk during July), 2020 Winter Conference (need volunteer), and 2020 Summer
Conference (need volunteer). Treasurer John Berry, Director Duane Katt, and State Surveyor Casey
Sherlock made a report. The following standing committees reported: Education, Historical, Legislation, Publications, Ethics and Standards, NSPS, Nebraska State Surveyor, and Affiliate - SENLSA.
Old business consisted of Administrative Secretary replacement, Membership dues, County Surveyor
listing on PSAN website, and website security. The 6th P.M. Initial Point Funding, County Surveyors,
2022 State Plane Coordinate System, and the purchasing of 4 projectors for conferences were discussed
under New Business. The next meeting is planned for September 14, 2018.

Summary of July 12, 2018 Special Board Meeting
Subject to approval by the Board of Directors
The Special PSAN Board of Directors Meeting on July 12, 2018, was a conference call for hiring the
new Administrative Secretary. The following were present: President Todd Whitfield, Vice President
LaVern Schroeder, Treasurer John Berry, Secretary Warren Headlee, Director Matt Tinkham, Director
Jeremy Feusner, Director Jerry Penry, Director Brian Foral, Director Eric Schaben, and State Surveyor
Casey Sherlock. The Board discussed the pros and cons of the candidates and agreed to hire Gwen
Bowers as the new Administrative Secretary with a roll call vote of 9 yes and 1 nay.
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Common Corner of Nebraska-South Dakota-Wyoming Project
There were 12 surveyors from all three states attending on Saturday June 9, 2018, to perform repairs to
the area around the monument. The fence was rebuilt, the registration stand painted, and the new
bronze plaque and pedestal was set. The following surveyors attended: from Nebraska—Casey Sherlock, Gene Thomsen, Rex Heiden, Carl Gilbert (with daughter Bailie Gilbert), Jerry Penry, and Don
Brush; from Wyoming– John Lee, Joel Ebner, Jeremy Davis, Dick Kohler, and Ryan Lorenzen; and
from South Dakota was Steve Peters. All photos are courtesy of Jerry Penry.

Workers from three states post at the Common Corner. Left to right: Jerry Penry, Steve Peters, Don
Brush, Casey Sherlock, Rex Heiden, Gene Thomsen, Carl Gilbert, Bailie Gilbert, John Lee, Joel Ebner,
Jeremy Davis, Dick Kohler, and Ryan Lorenzen.

Above left: Nebraska State Surveyor Casey Sherlock operating the GPS. Seaman Hills in Wyoming
are 8 miles in the distance.
Above right: Workers at the Common Corner of NE-SD-WY.
Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 15

At top: The new bronze plaque placed at the Common Corner site to NE-SD-WY.
Above left: Looking north over the Common Corner to NE-SD-WY.
Above right: A pronghorn antelope passes near Milepost 133 on the NE/WY line five miles south of
the common corner.
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On Sunday June 10, 2018, the historical bench mark sign was
placed at Fort Robinson.
Above left: Jeremy Davis of Wyoming smooths the concrete base
around the bench mark, assisted by Gene Thomsen and Casey
Sherlock of Nebraska. Above right: Surveyors from Wyoming
and Nebraska gather at the new sign dedicated at Fort Robinson.
At left: Historical sign in place for the 1902 USC&GS bench
mark at Fort Robinson.
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2018 Summer Seminar
August 17, 2018
Host: Matt Tinkham
Calamus Outfitters
Burwell, Nebraska
2019 Winter Convention
February 7-8, 2019
Host: John Berry
Holiday Inn & Convention Center
Kearney, Nebraska

2019 Summer Seminar
July 19, 2019
Norfolk, Nebraska
Hosts: LaVern Schroeder & Steven Rames
2020 Winter Convention
Kearney, Nebraska
Looking for Volunteer
2020 Summer Seminar
Looking for Volunteer
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Support PSAN Sustaining Members
A&D Technical Supply
4320 S. 89th Street
Omaha, NE 68127
Phone:402-592-4950 or 800-228-2753 (Omaha)
Phone: 402-474-5454 or 855-780-7977 (Lincoln)
Website: www.ADTechsupply.com
Berntsen Int., Inc.
5418 Monument Lane, P.O. Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708-8670
Phone: 800-518-0934
Website: www.berntsen.com
Klein Survey Systems
1211 N. 10th Street
Lincoln, NE 68508-1126
Phone: 800-822-2711

Seiler Instrument
3433 Tree Court Industrial Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63122
6522 So. 118th Street
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-651-9735
E-mail: solutions@seilerinst.com
Terrametrix LLC
4852 S. 133rd Street, Ste. 105
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-618-1099
Transit Works
6000 S. 58th Street, Ste. A
Lincoln, NE 68516
Phone: 402-421-6100

PHOTO
CONTEST
4th ANNUAL
Send me your best land-surveying related photo and you could have it on the front cover of
the Winter 2019 The Nebraska Surveyor issue!
Guidelines: Must be a digital photo in a JPEG format
Must include your name & a short description of the photo
Must be taken in Nebraska
Must be a PSAN Member to be eligible
Prize:

1st Place will have their photo on the front cover of the Winter 2019 newsletter.
2nd & 3rd Place winners will have their photos appear inside of the Winter 2019
newsletter.
All 3 top Place winners will have their photos displayed at the PSAN Winter Convention.
The photos will be sold at the auction to raise money for Scholarships.

Deadline: November 30, 2018
Send to: Editor Sandy Maillie at Lschroeder@cableone.net
PSAN reserves the right to print all the photos entered in The Nebraska Surveyor and/or post on
the PSAN website (with appropriate credit).
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All correspondence to:
Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska
813 Marian Rose Ave.
Herman, NE 68029-4055
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